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Workplace learning is 
• A strategy of practice-based education 
• A component of university education that occurs in 

workplace settings 
• Preparing students for work roles 
• Preparing students for professional practice  
• Learning from experience, action, reflection  

(Dewey, Schön, Brookfield, Lave & Wenger) 
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Presentation Notes
Situated or contextualised learning,Learning in multiple communities of practice Socialisation into professional worlds Engagement, through relationships and partnershipsDevelopment of capabilities and behaviours for work and society roles/contributions 



What is mobile learning?  
Learning mediated by a mobile device that is: 
• Networked 
• Social & collaborative 
• Convenient & popular 
• Anywhere & anytime 
• Asynchronous, at own pace 
• Connected to internet wirelessly and across contexts 
 

(De Laat, 2012; Motiwalla, 2007) 



Blending workplace learning and mobile 
technology 
• To support learning outside of the classroom that is 

variable and (often) uncontrollable 
• To enhance workplace learning experiences by 

supporting learning that is: 
 Authentic 
 Learner centred 
 Active 
 Connected 
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Because what happens in workplace remains to some degree unpredictable it is important for students to prepare for changeable or unpredictable situations. Being connected can reassure them to get help and advice whilst on placement With access to information on the internet students are able to access info they need to better understand and practise in the workplace. Mobile learning is a vehicle to translate knowledge into practice. Cultivating active participation and action oriented learning is crucial because workplaces and the internet are rich and full of learning opportunities only  with student agency. Just having access to internet and to workplace experiences is not enough.



Aim 
To develop a mobile technology capacity-building 
framework for workplace learning to help students, 
academic teachers and workplace educators in 
placements achieve a shared understanding of ways in 
which students’ personal mobile digital devices can best be 
used.  
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The aim of the project is to build a useful student resource through ongoing feedback.



Research question 
What are students’ and workplace educators’ practices and 
perceptions about the use of personal digital devices to 
enhance their workplace learning? 
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Here I only present preliminary findings from the students’ and workplace educators’ surveys



Methods 
• Pre- and post placement surveys with students 
• One off survey with workplace supervisors 
• In-depth interviews with academics 

 
Trialling an online student resource  

(GPS for workplace learning) 
 
 
Online discussion forum with all participant groups 



Participant engagement 
GPS for workplace learning access: 
• 352 views 

Survey response rates: 
• 31 from students pre-placement 
• 24 from students post-placement 
• 12 for academics 

Interviews: 
• 11 academics 
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Presentation Notes
Views:75 visitors from Australia, Germany, Sweden, Norway, the US and the NetherlandsStudents who completed :Both surveys (Pre and post-placement) 6Pre-placement only 25Post-placement only 18Note: this presentation does not include interview data analysis.



GPS for workplace learning 
To enhance students’ 
agency around the use 
of mobile technologies 
skillfully and 
knowledgeably in the 
workplace. 



Benefits 
• educating self 
• empowering  
• valuable information 
• exposures were listed 
• research after placement 
• quick access to 

information 

Limitations 
• no  or bad internet 

access 
• need more information 

about the site 

GPS for workplace learning 
“it was an excellent reference” 
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Feedback from CSU studentsLimitations disregarded pertaining to the use of iPads (for Medical Imaging students)



Student feedback: 
Type of mobile technology used 
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Smartphone (with apps, internet, email)  93.10% (25)Mobile phone (with text messaging capability, no internet)  10.34% (3)Tablet (iPad, Slate, etc.)  65.52% (19)eBook reader (Kindle, etc.)  10.34% (3)Laptop  75.86% (22)



Student feedback: 
Preferred learning resources 
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Video mini lectures / screencasts 62.07% (18)Text / paper guides 51.72%(15)Face to face workshops 62.07% (18)Self-directed learning using internet (YouTube Google etc) 51.72% (15)Other (please specify) 17.24% (5) (combination of all)A good mix of all Lectures, practicals, tutorials, printed notes I really enjoy verbal recorded lectures but absolutely hate the format that they can be delivered in. Adobe online is terrible. The content needs to be portable across lots of formats and that program just isn't. hard copies of power-point slides I like face to face lectures as you can ask questions and get clarification instantly. Favourite apps and resources:radiography related ones, as they gave me more details that were required PDF reader - allowed me to read my pre-downloaded lectures Facebook: contact other students for social and work related questions Email: see alerts from university Internet Safari, and have used radiopaedia in the past. I just accessed the Internet for information. I used Facebook the most as an app but not for learning. Because…Visual aid accessibility and reliability of apps They allowed me to read PDF files They allowed me to further develop my skills and understanding 



Student feedback: 
Mobile technology in workplace 
• 40% had access to support/training  
• 80% wanted to use their mobile tech 
• 22% required IT support  
• 50% not permitted to use mobile technology  
• 1 student reported being “actively encouraged” to use 

mobile technology during their placement 
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40% reported having access to resources, support or training to use mobile technology for learning in the workplace. Over 80% reported a desire to use their mobile tech on placement.Less than 22% required IT support whilst on placement.Nearly 50% reported not being allowed to access mobile technology while on place (38% didn’t know if they could), with only one student reporting that they were actively encouraged to use their mobile technology to enhance their learning experienceExamples of mobile technology that students accessed whilst on placement:Online lectures, anatomy apps ITF Tennis iCoach Tennis Australia: Bounce Smartphone Access to iPadsgoogle, MIMS online, WPL website to see if the current placement has been cancelled Weekly teleconferences using mobile phones during the placement 



Student feedback: 
Used mobile technology for: 
• Communicating/connecting 
• Being assessed/receiving feedback 
• Accessing information/alerts 
• Reflecting (audio/visual/text) 
• Organising studies 
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Used for:Quick information: Medication, resourcesInternet searchingAssignment workKeep in contact with: family and friends, FacilitatorThey were more likely to use the technology several times a day for connecting (family, friends, facilitator), and generally once a day for accessing information. Those who used their technology for reflecting, tended to do this about once a week, and similarly for organising their studies. They were less likely to use their mobile technology for assessment and feedback purposes.



Student feedback: 
Most common use of apps 
• Emails 
• Facebook 
• University online platform/forum 
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Email was most commonly used for communication/connecting, receiving feedback, accessing information and organising studies.Facebook was popular for communication/connectingUniversity online platform was mostly used for accessing information/receiving alerts and organising studies.The overall use and frequency of use was somewhat below what was anticipated prior to surveying the post-placement students. For example it was anticipated that most of the students would be accessing their devices regularly throughout the day to communicate/connect with family/friends or workplace learning facilitators, yet less than half reported actually doing this. It was also anticipated that students would use their devices at least once a day to help with organising their studies, yet the post-placement respondents so far indicate less activity in this area than expected. There were a range of common apps that the investigators anticipated would be popular, but results so far indicate no student use of  Skype, Chat, Instagram, Twitter, Blog, Second Life, Other simulation to support workplace learning.The study is still in its early days, however, and it will be interesting to see how these results pan out over time.



Student feedback: 
Benefits 
“Not living on campus I do not regularly go to the library. I use online 
resources to complete all assignments and communicate with lecturers 
and peers. I have used apps as a form of study in certain classes and 
believe this was a vital resource as it can be done at any time (often in 
bed!). I also often miss classes due to work commitments so I find 
being able to watch lectures online is brilliant.” 
 
“I was overseas for a time during my course, I was still able to 
connect and study. When on placement, I always keep my phone in my 
pocket so I can look up unfamiliar things or refresh on stuff. It's far 
easier than trying to access a fixed computer, especially when they're 
in demand, slow or difficult to access as a student.” 
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Students were able to easily identify a range of benefits to using mobile devices to assist their WPL, such as:Remote access to the libraryCommunication with lecturers and peersAvailable at all timesEnables ‘catch-up’ on lectures missedAccessible from overseasPortable (fits in my pocket) and immediately accessible



Student feedback: 
Benefits 
“I don't need to walk to a computer lab or a library where there 
probably won't be a computer left for me to use. I can just use my own 
device and sit anywhere.” 
 
“It is a good change from looking up books etc whilst on placement” 
 
“It helped me to look up anything I didn't know”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other benefits identified include:Accessible from any locationEasier than looking up booksImmediate answers to questionsEnables study during quiet periods at workAllows students to feel connected and supported



Student feedback: 
Benefits 
“I was able to study at lot while at work (when there were no 
patients) and was able to do more assignment work. Was able to look 
up resources if I was unsure” 
 
“I used my smart phone to keep in contact with family and friends 
and my laptop to assist with requirements of my course. Things 
would have been very difficult without them!” 
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Other benefits identified include:Accessible from any locationEasier than looking up booksImmediate answers to questionsEnables study during quiet periods at workAllows students to feel connected and supported



Student feedback: 
Challenges 
“Mobile coverage was very limited. Only allowed for research.”  
 
“I did not feel it was appropriate to use my mobile phone or iPad. 
However I did use these outside of work hours” 
 
“The obvious issue of appearances. People assume you're not 
working when you are on a mobile device.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students identified a range of challenges to relying on mobile technology in WPL including:Poor internet accessFeeling discouraged by workplace environmentFinancial constraintsRestrictions of access to work-related apps due to ‘student’ status



Student feedback: 
Challenges 
“As student we sometime have to fork out at least $1000 just for 
accommodation therefore wifi (dongle) is just another added cost” 
 
“Apps Inaccessible, not an employee of NSW Health” 
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Students identified a range of challenges to relying on mobile technology in WPL including:Poor internet accessFeeling discouraged by workplace environmentFinancial constraintsRestrictions of access to work-related apps due to ‘student’ status



Student feedback: 
Suggestions 
• Access to discipline specific sites and apps  
• Loan of iPad with sim card for internet 
• Informing workplace supervisors that students have 

permission to use mobile devices during work hours.  

Presenter
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Some solutions to these challenges suggested by the students include:Better access to discipline-specific sites and appsLow cost access to mobile device whilst on placement – such as a loan iPadClear communication to workplace supervisors about permission to use their devices on work placement



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Type of mobile devices used with 
students in the workplace 
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They report the following use of mobile devices with their students:Smartphone (with apps, internet, email)  33.33% (4)Mobile phone (with text messaging capability no internet)  8.33% (1)Tablet (iPad, slate, etc.)  33.33% (4)Laptop  66.67% (8)None  8.33% (1)



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Use mobile technology as part of their 
regular work activities 
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10 out of the 12 report liking the use of mobile technology for work, yet most report a lack of support or training in the use of mobile technology in the general course of their work.Examples of workplace use of mobile technology include:Use apps with my patients. refer to my ipad for my to do list, calander, resources for the wards etc ipad for patients education, access to main computer, apps iphone for emails, calender , apps telehealth resources for trial patient consults photography, filming, voice recording, behaviour management system, literacy/numeracy activities, research, social media I use my personal phone and tablet for research and access to MIMS as a resource, looking up information, clips for education purposes communication Most WPE reported abiding by workplace policies for mobile technology which included limited use for work-related purposes, and not to be used in patient areas.



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Devices used 
• Smartphones (apps, internet, email) 
• Mobile phone (calls, messaging etc) 
• Tablet (iPad, Slate etc) 
• Laptop 
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Workplace Educators report using their devices for the following functions:Accessing: current and update resources through internet; MIMS appcommunicationdocumentationdrug calculations and knowledgeemailing: feedback; important information; tasks to do for the dayinservicesInteractive games for student engagementMultimedia texts for use when teachingPhotography/FilmingResearch - to show students relevant articles, vodcasts, websites, apps, etc.Social Media especially TwitterShow video clips etc for education purposes



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Types of apps used with students on 
placements 

• Email  
• Texts/twitter 
• MIMs online 
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Many potentially useful apps are not yet being identified as used by WPE including: Skype, Chat, University online platform / Forum, Facebook, Instagram, Other social network, Blog, Virtual Labs and second life.Most useful:Email, texts, twitter - mostly by smart phone MIMs online, CIAP 



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Obstacles identified: 
• Not having Wifi.  
• Have to use personal mobile technology  
• Not being allowed to carry mobile phones on our person 

in the workplace  
• Inability to be able to use such devices to their greatest 

capacity.  
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Obstacles to using mobile technology to assist student WPL as identified by WPEs included:Not having Youtube and correct Wifi. Often not available within the workplace. Have to use personal mobile technology Not being allowed to carry mobile phones on our person in the workplace Acceptance of mobile devices in the clinical area My inability to be able to use such devices to their great capacity. 



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Positive experiences 
“Ease of communication, especially for lesson plans and admin 
information.” 
 
“I think as a old person and working with young students, who just 
love their devices, it is great when they can show me things and 
teach me things and leads to great interaction between us because 
they then know that I am human” 
 
“The impact of using twitter in particular is incredibly powerful.” 
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WPEs have been able to identify a range of positive experiences regarding the use of mobile technology for workplace learning.



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Impact on learning 
“helps them relate to learning.” 
 
“usually guaranteed to find the answer they are looking for and within 
reasonable time” 
 
“Increased engagement, immediacy of response, availability of 
quality resources, ability to create PLN, ability to communicate with 
range of educators around the world.” 

Presenter
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Those WPEs engaging with mobile technology in the workplace can see how this technology can enhance the students’ learning.



Workplace supervisors’ feedback: 
Challenges with students  
“It frustrates me that I am not as knowledgeable as the students in 
using all the devices” 
 
“Students are side tracked by personal communication” 
 
“May not know how to use the applications or might rely on technology 
too much or the student may learn in other ways.” 
 
“They do still need to engage with the patients, their peers and 
everyone else and hold a conversation.” 
 
“Upper management acceptance of mobile devices” 

Presenter
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They are, however, also identifying a range of challenges that need to be addressed in order to maximise the opportunities that mobile technology offer.



Summary of preliminary findings 
• High use of mobile devices 
• High confidence in using mobile devices 
• Many opportunities to use mobile devices 

 
BUT there is a need for… 

 
• Better preparation and training 
• More reliable internet access 
• Broader integration 



Emerging questions 
• How to design learning in the online space? 
• How does workplace learning change when 

integrated in an online environment? 
• How  prepared and committed are academics and 

workplace supervisors for online supported workplace 
learning ? 

• Does mobile technology change the need for the 
workplace supervisors physical presence, especially 
in situations when split-second decisions and actions 
are required? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A range of questions emerge from this preliminary data.The project will continue to collect data from students, academics and WPE’s over the coming year, and this data will be analysed in relation to the questions that we see emerging. The outcome of this study will feed into the design and maintenance of the GPS for WPL which will hopefully go some of the way to supporting universities and WPL contexts to better utilize mobile technology for supporting our students in their WPL endeavours.



Freny Tayebjee 
F.Tayebjee@westernsydney.edu.au  

 
 

Thank you 

#GPS4WPL 
#WPLmLearn  

GPS for WPL  http://wp.me/p6hAOa-3T 
Project website  http://www.csu.edu.au/efpi/wpltech  
Project blog  https://wpltech.wordpress.com/ 

Support for the production of this resource has been provided by the Australian Government Office for 
Learning and Teaching. The views expressed in this Power Point do not necessarily reflect the views 
of the Australian Government Office for Learning and Teaching. 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would like to encourage those that are interested to go to any of the sites above and use the project blog to provide ideas, suggestions and feedback, all of which will help shape the outcomes of this project and support the objectives of WPL generally.
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